
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
PETER HAUSKEN

Experience

ScriptEd New York, NY
Instructor Oct 2017 to Current

 Taught students from underresourced high schools web design, including
HTML, CSS, jQuery, and JavaScript, helping them attain scholarships and pass
technical assessments
Helped manage and organize curriculum, customizing lesson plans while
coordinating instruction with teammates to individualize learning

Foothold Technology New York
Office Manager Aug 2016 to May 2017

Managed company logistics, day-to-day operations, shipping, and supply
management, while interfacing with both local and remote teams 
Provided sales and marketing teams with actionable data scraped from variety
of sources, including CMR and web 

Sogeti New York, NY
Office Administrator Oct 2015 to Aug 2016

Oversaw $2M of monthly invoicing at distributed technology consulting form,
while simultaneously handling billing reconciliation, employee time and
expenses, and AR tracking 
Worked with Oracle system to handle HR issues, coordinate with accounting
team, and provide management with up-to-date reporting  

ShredAbility Bronx, NY
Office Manager Oct 2014 to Oct 2015

Implemented and managed operational, customer service, accounting, and
organizational processes for non-profit startup, helping bring quarterly revenue
to all-time high 
Created database system to handle tracking and reporting, helping reduce
human error and inefficiency 

Projects

The Five Spotify (Rails, React, Redux)
Single page web app inspired by Spotify (Github) 
Utilizes DRY components with conditional rendering, to create dynamic UX for
playlist/song CRUD 
Implements RESTful Rails JSON API, using polymorphic associations, to update
in real-time 
Integrates HTML5 audio tag, AWS to create custom audio player 

Tetris (JavaScript, HTML5)
Browser based implementation of arcade classic (Github)
Employs class components that independently manage object collisions and
rendering 
Utilizes ES6/7 and HTML Canvas for all game mechanics, foregoing external
libraries or frameworks 

ORMery (Ruby)
Ruby based ORM inspired by ActiveRecord
Applies Ruby metaprogramming to dynamically create associations 
Leverages SQL queries to model built-in associations and search 

Contact

 phausken@gmail.com
 peterhausken.me
 (708) 280-6970

 phausken







 40 E. 98th St, New York, NY
10029



Education

App Academy
2017
1000 hour full stack web development
course with <3% acceptance rate

Berklee College of Music
B.F.A Music 2009
Deans List 2005 - 2009

Skills

Ruby
Ruby on Rails
React.js
Redux
JavaScript
Python
Node.js
Postgres
SQL
MongoDB
HTML5
CSS3
Django
jQuery
RSpec
AWS
Git
GraphQL
React Native
Elm

http://thefivespotify.com/
https://github.com/phausken/TheFiveSpotify
https://phausken.github.io/Tetris/
https://github.com/phausken/Tetris
https://github.com/phausken/ORMery
mailto:phausken@gmail.com
http://peterhausken.me/
https://www.github.com/phausken

